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1. Introduction
The UK Government actively encourages businesses and residents to access local and
national government services online. Much of our interaction with government departments
such as HMRC, Defra, DfE, etc. must now be made online rather than in person or by paper.
Small businesses, agricultural businesses, tax payers and benefit claimants are all affected
by this drive to almost exclusive online access to services.
The Government recognises that access to a minimum standard of connectivity is an
essential service for life in the UK, promising to implement a Universal Service Obligation for
broadband connectivity by 20201.
The USO will provide a legal right to request a broadband connection of at least;
 Minimum download speed of 10MBps
 Minimum upload speed of 1MBPS
 A minimum data cap of 100GBs,
 A maximum of 50 users to share one bandwidth.
Ofcom reported in January 2018 that 925,000 premises would qualify for the USO (i.e.
premises that do not currently have access to broadband connections that meet the above
minimum requirements).

1.1. Technical challenges for rural premises (and some within the Nantwich
Settlement Boundary)
Roll-out of fibre broadband to Nantwich, Stapeley and Batherton has been underway for
several years. Primarily, provision of “superfast” broadband has been achieved through the
building of Fibre To The Cabinet (FTTC) infrastructure by BT Openreach. FTTC relies upon
existing copper/aluminium cabling to connect the Cabinet to the premises to deliver
broadband connectivity. Performance of FTTC deteriorates significantly with distance from a
fibre enabled cabinet. Above circa 2km distance, FTTC does not provide any benefit over
ADSL or ADSL2+ broadband via the existing copper/aluminium cabling.
Fibre to the Premises (FTTP), takes the fibre connection right to the home or business
premises. The costs associated with FTTP are higher than FTTC, hence its lower
implementation rate.

1.2. Commercial broadband provision
BT Openreach are nearing completion of planned commercial provision of fibre broadband.
Serving our Parishes are three Nantwich FTTC Cabinets.
Cabinet Number

1

Approximate location

Current Status

11

Unknown – serves the Eastern part of
Cronkinson Farm and Stapeley Gardens

No capacity to accept new orders
for fibre broadband

15

Located by the junction of Audlem Road
and Peter Destapleigh Way

Accepting orders for fibre
broadband

16

Located on London Road, South of the
junction with Elwood Way

No capacity to accept new orders
for fibre broadband

http://researchbriefings.parliament.uk/ResearchBriefing/Summary/CBP-8146
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The vast majority of premises within Stapeley & Batherton that do not already have
broadband connectivity meeting the USO, have therefore, no possibility for access to fibre
broadband from the commercial provider.

1.3. Connecting Cheshire
Connecting Cheshire was established to fund fibre broadband provision to those areas not
served by the Commercial roll-out from BT Openreach.
Using EU and UK Government funding, Connecting Cheshire has undertaken extensions to
the infrastructure in three phases. Phase 3 of the programme has very recently provided
FTTP to dwellings along Broad Lane, almost as far as the junction with Mill Lane. Figure 1
gives an overview of the phased work undertaken by Connecting Cheshire.

Figure 1: Detail from Connecting Cheshire broadband map, December 2017
The rural parts of our Parishes, in particular, sit between two infrastructure extensions, to the
North in Nantwich, and to the South East in Wybunbury.
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2. Current status of access to Fibre Broadband within our
community
2.1. Rural areas
As Members will probably be aware, the rural areas of our Parishes are home to a vibrant
mix of residential properties and businesses. An overview of the locations of businesses to
the South of Nantwich is shown in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: Approximate locations of businesses in the rural parts of Stapeley & Batherton
Parishes
Much of the rural parts of our Parishes are currently too far from an FTTC enabled cabinet to
have any prospect of receiving fibre broadband. Connectivity is far below the USO at the
following locations;
 Broad Lane, South of the junction with Mill Lane,
 First Dig Lane,
 Second Dig Lane,
 London Road, from North of Stapeley House, to the Parish boundary at Artle Brook.
The most recent data on broadband connectivity for this area is shown in Figure 3 below.
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Figure 3: Broadband connectivity speeds for rural premises2
2.2. Cronkinson Farm development
Anecdotal evidence suggests that a part of the telecommunications infrastructure intended
for this development was “scavenged” to improve provision to the Stapeley Gardens
development. Examples of connectivity for this development are included in Figure 4.

2.3. Stapeley Gardens
As a development that was started after 2013, the developer (David Wilson Homes) bears
the responsibility for engaging with commercial providers to ensure appropriate infrastructure
is/was incorporated within the development. Consequently, Connecting Cheshire have no
role to play in fibre broadband provision.
An example of connectivity for Stapeley Gardens is shown in Figure 4, below.

2

Estimated Download Speeds ± 2Mb. Data sourced on 6 June 2018 from BT Openreach
https://www.productsandservices.bt.com/broadband/deals/
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Figure 4: Examples of connectivity for the built up areas of Stapeley & Batherton Parishes

3. Options Open To Our Community
Five options have been identified for our community to improve the currently poor access to
broadband, to meet or exceed the planned USO. Each of these options is discussed in turn
below.

3.1. Option 1: Alternatives to FTTC or FTTP broadband provision
The UK Government’s “Better Broadband Scheme” provides a £350 subsidy, for premises
receiving less than 2Mbps broadband currently. The scheme relies upon either wireless or
satellite broadband connectivity. Subsidies can be aggregated by a community, towards a
community funded scheme to service a number of premises.
However, there are limitations to this option, namely;


None of the commercial wireless broadband providers contacted in 2018 by Cllr
Theobald indicated any interest in, or had plans to, install infrastructure for Stapeley &
Batherton Parishes,



Satellite broadband technology relies upon the BT Openreach telecommunications
infrastructure (i.e. copper/aluminium cabling) for data upload, significantly limiting
broadband capability for users.

3.2. Option 2: Community Partnership with a commercial supplier
BT Openreach, and other suppliers, offer a community funded option, whereby a match of
community and BT funding can be combined to provide a bespoke solution for our rural
community. This option can be combined with either option 1 or 4 to help fund the scheme.
Around 20 properties along Broad Lane have expressed an interest in participating in such a
scheme. Initial indications from BT put the cost at circa £2,300 per property.

3.3. Option 3: 4G Broadband
Connecting Cheshire understand that 4G Broadband is available from one
telecommunications provider, EE. However, 4G coverage across the Parishes is, at best,
poor, with many “not-spots”, even for outdoor 3G coverage, let alone 4G (shown in Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Ofcom 4G indoor 4G coverage estimates for Stapeley & Batherton Parishes3
For premises that can receive a strong 4G signal internally, the costs are circa £60 per
month4, for an 18 month contract, at least double that for ADSL2+ broadband, or fibre
broadband (were it available).
This option does represent one possible solution for those premises that can receive a strong
4G signal from EE masts.

3.4. Option 4: Gigabit Voucher Scheme
The Government launched a “Gigabit Voucher Scheme” earlier in 2018. The scheme
provides vouchers that can only be “spent” on FTTP schemes, but offers vouchers worth
£3000 each for businesses and £500 each for residential premises, as part of a community
scheme5.
Several suppliers to this scheme are active in Cheshire East, including BT Openreach. For
this option to work, the community would need to come together to establish residences and
businesses that were interested, to pool the available vouchers to fund (in part, or
completely), the scheme.
In light of FTTP serving much of Broad Lane, and existing fibre connectivity to Wybunbury,
Connecting Cheshire view this as the most viable option, perhaps in conjunction with option
2, to get FTTP to our rural areas. According to Connecting Cheshire, this option would also
be applicable to properties on the Stapeley Gardens development.

3.5. Option 5: Connecting Cheshire infrastructure roll-out phase 4
Connecting Cheshire has applied for EU funding for a phase 4 roll out of infrastructure
upgrades. The outcome of the funding application will not be known until at least late
summer 2018.
3
4
5

Data obtained from Ofcom on 7 June 2018 via https://checker.ofcom.org.uk/mobile-coverage
https://broadband.ee.co.uk/select-your-speed?logId=735398 , data retrieved on 7 June 2018
http://www.connectingcheshire.org.uk/new-gigabit-voucher-scheme-launched/
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Should funding be secured, roll-out would focus on areas where the most premises can be
connected for the least financial outlay, resulting in a necessary bias against the more rural,
hard to reach premises. There are in the region of 15,000 premises in Cheshire East not
covered by the existing commercial provision or Connecting Cheshire activities.
Consequently, premises in our Parishes are not guaranteed to be included in any further rollout.

4. Conclusion
Investigations, research and discussions with Connecting Cheshire and BT Openreach have
provided a picture of the current status of access to fibre broadband in our community.
Future Connecting Cheshire plans may not address the current lack of access to broadband
at or above the planned USO, for many of our residents and businesses.
To best serve the future needs of our residents and local businesses, in our increasingly
connected society, it appears that our community needs to come together to set up a
community scheme, such as that set out in Option 4 of this paper. The Parish Council could
act as the coordinating body for community engagement, management and implementation
of a scheme, building on the work already done by Cllr Theobald and residents.
It should be noted that such a scheme would deliver an identified Neighbourhood Plan
Delivery Plan Project, namely “High Speed Broadband”, described in Appendix 5 to the
recently made Stapeley and Batherton Neighbourhood Plan.

Motion: The Parish Council recognises that the provision of appropriate and adequate
access to broadband is an essential aspect of modern life and that the lack of provision of
access to the online world, at least at the speeds described in the Government's Universal
Service Obligation puts both the rural and developed parts of our community at a
disadvantage.
Motion: The Parish Council resolves to establish a Working Party or Committee (where
delegated authority is appropriate) to support and lead the progression of a community
scheme to implement Fibre To The Premises under the “Gigabit Voucher Scheme”.
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